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Investigation Under Way
UN Global Health and
For Sexual Assault Victims Climate Envoy Comes to Pacific

Stockton Police Depart
ment Public explained
Co-Editor in Chief
that from an investigation
standpoint, an arrest is not
Three female University always the best course of
of the Pacific students filed action.
reports Sunday saying they
Once an arrest is made,
had been raped by the same "it starts the clock," said
person. Stockton police are Smith. The United States'
investigating the reports Constitution only allows
of the male Pacific student. a suspect to be held for 72
No arrests have been made, hours without being for
but University officials have mally charged after an ar
started hanging flyers to rest, in order for a "speedy
notify the campus about the trial."
reports.
Smith explained the
University
spokesman Stockton Police Depart
delations
or Patrick Giblin explained ment has determined there
that the reports were shared is no immediate need for
with the campus community an arrest because the situa
because, "the Clery Act re tion does not pose a public
quires schools and universi safety concern. Likewise,
ties to notify [the campus] the University has made
when certain types of crimes it clear that it does not con
are reported on campus." sider the situation a threat
Specific types of sexual as to other students on cam
sault fall into this mandated pus because all three vic
notification, rapes that are tims and the suspect knew
reported without a timely each other beforehand.
arrest, being one of them.
An arrest is still under
The attacks happened over a consideration.
Stockton
couple of months and at least Police Department inves
one of the attacks happened tigators are continuing to
on campus, Giblin stated.
interview the victims and
Giblin clarified, it is any possible witnesses.
unknown as to whether As more people are inter
the three female victims, viewed, and the victims
between the ages of 18 and re-interviewed, new im
' 19, are friends, but it is clear portant information could
they are all in the same become available, Smith
social circle because they explained. The lead in
all considered the suspect vestigator has "eight plus
to be a friend. He was the years of experience in sex
same man, age 24, for all ual assault investigating,"
three victims. Information said Smith, adding he has
gathered in the investigation confidence that file right
has suggested the rapes oc decisions are being made.
curred "during or after social
The suspect has been no
gatherings where alcohol tified that he is the subject
was involved," said Giblin. of an investigation, said
gs He added that the female Smith. Investigators do not
>r o students may have become
believe there is a "flight
more vulnerable because of risk" (that the suspect will
alcohol consumption.
try to run). However, he is
The University Police are being monitored by police.
also mandated to turn over
Smith asked that any one
assault investigations of this who might have additional
degree to the Stockton Police information about the case
Department.
Information to contact the police de
Officer Pete Smith of the partment at 209-937-8323.

Jennifer Hite-Smifh

Former Prime Minuter of Norway to Speak Tonight
Gro
Harlem
Brundtland,
through
the
Gerber Lecture
Series. The se
ries has brought
internation
ally renowned
speakers such as
former President
of Rwanda, Paul
Kagame
and
I
Photograph courtesy of Associated Pressl
human
rights
activist Iranian
lawyer Shirin Ebadi.
By Jennifer Hite-Smith
Gro Harlem Brundtland
Co-Editor in Chief
is currently the United Na
The School of Interna tions Envoy for Climate
tional Studies at Pacific will Change. She will speak at
host the United Nations the University of the Pacific
Envoy for Climate Change, at 6:30 p.m. on Oct. 18 in the

Faye Spanos Concert Hall
on the challenges of global
heath and climate change.
The event is free and open to
the public.
Throughout her remark
able career, she has served as
Assistant Medical Director
of the Oslo Board of Health,
Minster of the Environment
for Norway, the first female
Director General of the UN
World Health Organization
(WHO), the Prime Minister
of Norway, and established
and chaired the World Com
mission on Environment
and Development.

Communication Professor
Receives Distinguished
Teaching Award

Pacifican

Bv Christine Le

Staff Writer

On September 6,2007, Dr.
Carol Ann Hackley received
the Faye and Alex Spanos
Distinguished
Teaching
Award at the Fall College
Assembly. $2,000 accompa
nied this prestigious honor.
To be eligible for this award,
a faculty member must have
taught for 15 years, with at
least 10 completed at Col
lege of the Pacific (COP).
For 22 years, Hackley has
taught at Pacific as a profes
sor in the Communication
department.
"In addition to teaching,
she does an outstanding job
as Director of Experiential
Learning, helping students
attain internships and jobs,"
remarked Dr. Qingwen Dong,
Chair of Communication,
who nominated Hackley.
"Students nickname her 'Dr.
Mom' because she is devot
ed to them beyond academ-

continued on next page
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Photograph courtesy of Patrick Giblin

ics, ensuring they live up to
their potential."
Having received her doc
torate at The Ohio State Uni
versity, Hackley has taught
Public Relations and Jour
nalism for 30 years at four
national universities, includ
ing Pacific. In 1992, she de
signed the International PR
Option for Pacific's School
of International Studies.
continued on next page
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Board of Regents Approve Up To
$1 Million for Students to Invest
By Rhashad Pittman

Media Relations
Coordinator
The University of the
Pacific Board of Regents
has approved an additional
$250,000 for a student in
vestment fund that already
consists of $1 million. De
pending on the students'
performance, the board
could grant up to an ad
ditional $750,000 more over
the next two years, bringing
the total University contri
bution to $1 million and the
fund total to over $2 million.
Since it was formed in Jan
uary, the Eberhardt Student
Investment Fund (SIF) has
grown to $1,143,690 from $1
million. Nine students at the
Eberhardt School of Busi
ness participate in the fund,
one of only 200 student
investment funds in 9,000
business schools worldwide.
It was made possible by a $1
million gift from the Bank of
Stockton and its President
and CEO Douglass M. Eb
erhardt.

The original $1 million
gift will be fully invested
by the end of the year, Eb
erhardt said. The University
could approve an additional
$250,000 every six months
for the next two years to
invest as part of the proposal
approved by the regents. The
students will make a formal
presentation for approval
of the remaining matching
funds, mirroring the real life
experience of being account
able to an actual client.
"The matching grant from
the Board of Regents enables
the students to remain in an
investment picking mode'
where they continue to re
search and analyze opportu
nities, while also managing
the current investment port
folio," Eberhardt said. "It's
a wonderful matching gift
that furthers the learning
process. Thus far, the stu
dents' performance has been
exemplary, outperforming
S&P and many managers."
The students conduct
research and evaluations,
write reports, and decide

how the money will be
invested. They are ac
countable to the fund's
board, which consists of
the dean, the vice president
of Business and Finance for
the University, and four
investment professionals.
The students must produce
an annual report of their
investment activities and
results. Their work, trans
actions and report will be
audited by an independent
accounting firm, which is
typical for an investment
fund.
Each year, a percentage
of the fund's net assets
- equal to the eridowmentspending rate set by the
Board of Regents - will be
distributed to benefit the
University. Based on the
wishes of the Eberhardt
family, one-third of the
annual distribution will
go to Speech-Language
Pathology, one-third will
go to the Men's Water Polo
team, and one-third will go
to the Eberhardt School of
Business.
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Eating Locally
Weekly Farmer Market
Bv Abbv Liao

Staff Writer
Every Wednesday, local
farmers within 15 miles of
the University come to sell
their produce to students
and faculty. Farmers come
with a variety of fruits and
vegetables, such as nec
tarines, plums, peaches,
cucumbers, eggplant, pota
toes, and green peas.
The Farmer's Market
at Pacific was inspired by
Farmer's Markets located
all over the city of Stock
ton. The market encour
ages people to eat fruits
and vegetables grown at
local farms, and the pro
duce is guaranteed to be
fresh. Rarely does it contain
pesticides, hormones, or
antibiotics.
When asked about the
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success of the campus' far®
er's market, Sia Mohsei^
degan, General Manager o
Bon Appetit, said, "Altha|
the sales aren't much, it p®, re
vides a different atmospfteii
for the students." Student 01
agree with Mohsenzadeg;
As one student commented <
"The Farmer's Market j'
Pacific's campus is oner
pect that connects the Pari (
community with the Stock a,
ton community."
Furthermore, the
University Center will it
elude a Farm to Fork sectiol01
in the new dining hall.
The Farmer's IMai
ket is held on the deck out
side of the Redwood Root
every Wednesday
frar
11am to 2pm. Come by UP
some delicious produce
remember to eat local!
ei
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
Oct. 7 - 13t 2007
>n

CASUALTY
GRACE COVELL
100807 The male was arrested and transported to the county jail.
Officers and medics responded to a report of an elder ill female.
Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.
DOMESTIC BATTERY
MONAGAN HALL
10121
Officers responded to a report of domestic violence. At 1:46 Al\
CASUALTY
SOUTHWEST
100907 one subject arrested and transported to the county jail.
e1
Officers and medics responded to a report of an unconscious
01
female. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local
AUTO BURGLARY
LOT 10
10091 ei
hospital.
Officers found two vehicles burglarized. Both vehicles were
Dr
Chevrolet products that had their door lock punched out which si
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
MENDOCINO
100907 disarmed the alarm system. Once inside, the suspects removed
Officers responded to a report of a traffic accident with possible
wedding gift of silverware and the other vehicle had the Ipod, CI
injuries. No injuries reported. Both vehicles were towed and
player and radar system removed. Both victims called DPS and
SPD took over the call.
filed reports.
AUTO BURGLARY
LOT 3
100907 VANDALISM
LOT 9 & BROOKSIDE
1012
Victim reported her vehicle had been burglarized with the
Officer initiated a report after locating a stop sign possibly ran
passenger side window smashed.
over.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
MANCHESTER
100907
Officers responded to a report of a head on collision with air
bags deployed. Medics were requested for multiple passenger
injuries. One subject detained for possible DUI. SPD responded
and took over the call.

ALCOHOL ARREST
PACIFIC AVE
1013C
Officer reported a man down and determined the subject was
intoxicated. Subject was arrested at 4:41 AM and transported to
the county jail for detoxification.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
LOT 8
101007 SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
DAVE BRUBECK
1008
Officer observed two non students in a verbal argument. The
Officers conducted a checkout on two male subjects on bicycles
male subject struck the female subjects which resulted in injury.
Both subjects were interviewed and warned of traffic laws.
.•i-ii-V* A *« a,v ,
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rofessor Receives Award

continued from front page

ie was also the Director of Marketing and a 2002 Pacific graduate and Communica
niversity Relations for all three of Pacific's tion Director of Corporate Communica
impuses in 1997 and 1998.
tions. "Not a single day goes by in my ca
"This is not just an individual accomplish reer without applying the communication
ing but an honor for the entire department principles she has taught me. She is not
" Communication/' said Hackley.
only a mentor, but a dear friend."
When asked why she chose to teach at
Hackley plans to remain at Pacific in
acific, Hackley responded, "I'm an educa- the future. As Robert Cox, Dean of COP
onal architect. I enjoy building programs said, "In considerable part because of her
ad creative teaching. Plus, I wanted a pro- continuing leadership and commitment to
ram where students are valued, and Pacific the transformative power of experiential
learning over many years, we now have a
fain that place."
Hackley
continues
to
keep
in
touch
with
vigorous
and richly various program in the
tsenn
jr
students
after
they
graduate
from
PaCollege
and
across the campus." Without a
igei
fic.
"I
have
returned
to
Pacific
to
speak
at
doubt,
Pacific
is lucky to have Dr. Hackley
tho
rents
hosted
by
Dr.
Hackley
and
I
continue
as
part
of
our
family
now and in the years
it]
t
seek
her
advice
in
my
professional
decito
come.
>spl
udent on making," commented Emily Davidson,
dej
tent#
cet
me
cess will be held on Tues to interact with employers
Pad Camille Brocket!
day, November 6 from 5: and learn formal dining
St« a f f W r i t e r
30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Grace techniques such. Students
jfliDo you know what to do Covell Dining Hall. The will also learn how their
ill in hen a potential employer dinner, called "Net"iquette, meal reflects who they are,
;ec!i(! ould like to interview features
a
technology when it is appropriate to
>u over lunch? Or how to theme. Students will learn consume alcohol, and how
Nai rave while dining in a "net"iquette lessons, such to start a conversation.
ofessional setting?
as what makes an e-mail This beneficial dinner has
:k
Rcoi "he Career Resource Cen- professional, when it is ap limited seating, so purchase
£mt r is offering yet another propriate to use your cell your tickets for $15.00, cash
by ft 'portunity for students to phone, as well as general or check only, at the Career
re am n valuable information dining etiquette, such as Resource Center, at Hand
experience through when to use certain forks.
Hall, 1st Floor. For more in
eir annual Dining for SucThe event, which includes formation contact the CRC
ss dinner,
a five-course meal, will give at 209-946-2361.
his year, Dining for Suc students the opportunity

r
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areer Resource Center Holds Annual Dinner

runtland Speaks

continued from front page

She graduated in 1963 as a "Doctor of
edicine" from the University of Oslo, and
intinued on in the United States at the Unirsity of Harvard, graduating in .1965 with
Masters in Public Health.
1207 One of the most significant contributions
AW, her career is the idea of "Sustainable
evelopment," a term coined by the World
ammission on Environment and Develop091 ent which she chaired. Sustainable Develament is a way of approaching economic
sues in developing countries while pre'edi rving the local environment. In addition,

this approach calls for positive economic
growth that simultaneously addresses
social and cultural needs while combating
poverty.
She has received numerous awards such
the Indira Ghandi Prize in 1989 and the
Earth Prize in 1992. She has also written a
number of books including her most recent
memoir, "Madam Prime Minister: A Life in
Power and Politics."
Information Courtesy of Brandeis Univer
sity Website and The Asahi Glass F oundation
Online.
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Smokehouse P/B>Q. Chicken • Tri-Tih • Turkey
Sweet Potato Tries • Qartic Tries • Onion Pjnys
Great Salads "Much More!
Lincoln Center « 474-1866 * II cum* - 8 p.m.

Pacific Selected
For Consortium

Core Commitments Selection
and Campus Survey
By Lou Matz
Associate Dean & Director of General Education

In January, The University of the Pacific was selected
as one of eighteen colleges and universities to participate
in the Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U) Core Commitments Leadership Consortium.
The goal of this prestigious consortium is to create a na
tional movement to make personal and social responsibil
ity an essential learning outcome in higher education. The
grant that Pacific received will be used to support faculty
and staff development and to improve programs. There are
five dimensions of personal and social responsibility that
form the core of this initiative:
- Striving for excellence
- Cultivating personal and academic integrity
- Contributing to a larger community
- Taking seriously the perspectives of others
- Developing competence in ethical and moral reason
ing
As part of this initiative, Pacific will administer a
Personal and Social Responsibility Institutional Inventory
(PSRI) to all undergraduate students, to the faculty that
teach undergraduates, and to selected staff and adminis
trators, in order to gauge the campus climate on the five
dimensions. An email invitation from the University of
Michigan to complete an on-line survey will be sent out
on October 22. The survey will close on November 2nd.
The University would appreciate your cooperation in
completing this survey. Your responses will be confiden
tial and presented in the aggregate for each group. The
results will help guide Pacific's promotion of personal
and social responsibility on campus.
Individuals who complete the survey will be entered
into a drawing. Five Pacific participants will be randomly
selected to receive a $100 prize.
. If you have any questions about the survey, please contact
Mike Rogers at mrogers@pacific.edu. Any questions about the
Core Commitments Leadership Consortium can be directed to
Lou Matz at lmatz@pacific.edu.

Making A Difference,
One Step At A Time
Pacific Bequu Annua! Walk
to Cure Duibdeo
has been a success.
To get involved in the
walk to cure diabetes, log
October 20, Pacific on to walk.jdrf.org. After
ie hosting the start signing up, a participant
ing "point of the annual can have friends and family
5k Walk for Diabetes. The log on and donate. In addi
walk, supported by the tion, you can arrive an hour
Juvenile Diabetes Research early (8 am) on October 20 to
Foundation, aims to raise register.
Become one of the 500,000
funds for research for type
I Diabetes. According to the people at 200 Walk sites
foundation, over three mil nationwide this year that
lion Americans currently are making a difference.
suffer from type I Diabetes You can also contact the
and research is becoming Juvenile Diabetes Research
closer to finding a cure. In Foundation by calling (888)
the past, the annual walk 533-WALK.
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Campiu Crime: we should nil
do our part
University campuses are supposed
to foster a sense of security and sanc
tuary so that students can focus on
their studies and feel safe during the
process. However, this ideal of a low
crime campus is proving hard to turn
into a reality. Stockton does not have
the reputation for being the safest city,
and unfortunately this means the same
for our campus. The FBI rates Stockton
the sixth most dangerous metropolitan
area in the United States with an ex
tremely high rate of violent crime and
theft, particularly auto theft.
This problem with auto theft
resonates very strongly with our stu
dent body. Students deal with an over
whelmingly high rate of auto theft/
burglary. According to the University
of the Pacific's Crime Statistics, there is
an average of 20 car thefts a year and
about 30 incidents of burglary. This is
a substantial incidence of crime for a
small college campus.
We at the Pacifican propose two
solutions to our crime problem. First,
cameras should be placed on campus,

Questions? Comments?

Poetry Revival
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The Pacifican staff meets every
Thursday at noon. Meetings are in
Knoles Hall, Room 212. Everyone is
invited. We want to hear from you!

particularly in parking lots, to deter
crime. This way Public Safety can bet
ter patrol areas if suspicious figures
are caught on camera. Public Safety
says that this process has already been
started but they have no estimated date
of completion.
Secondly, students need to assume
greater responsibility for their own
safety by becoming more aware of
activity on campus and if anything
looks awry they should call public
safety right away. There is no reason
mysterious persons should be creep
ing around parking lots at night, keep
your eyes open! We can help make this
campus a safer place by watching out
for each other.
The Pacifican appreciates every
thing that Public Safety does to keep
our campus safe. In no way is this a
critique on their job performance. We
want everything possible to be done to
keep our campus safe; and to protect
our property as well as the property of
our fellow students.

Bv Jeff Morgan
Staff Writer

For those of you who are students and fe
our age
you can have no profound influence on
ssion,
consider Arthur Rimbaud. By the time
venteen in
1871 he had already exploded on Parj
ry society,
His career would last only until 187
abandoned
poetry and took up a life of coloni
ture in Cyrpus,
Indonesia, and Ethiopia. He di
having had a very
short yet very full life.
He was allegedly antipatheti
rateful. He scorned
virtually every aspect of Fre#ch
ty and intelligence who
supported him. In his sho
e completely changed the
French conception of poe
"Le Bateau Ivre" is one of
famous poems published
in 1871. It is written fro
perspective of a drunken boat.
It perhaps loses some of its power and certainly its rhyme
scheme but, never the less, it is an example of his genius.
POEM ON PAGE 6
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Media Responsibility
The power of information in few hando
can lead to tyranny
interesting people they can
find. Instead, Cable Media
(where most Americans get
their news) has become a
competition of stark and
reactionary commentary in
tertwined with the news.
According to "Outfoxed:
Rupert Murdoch's War on
Journalism," a documentary
by civic action organization
MoveOn.org, Fox News in
tentionally distorted many
stories and
completely

By Benjamin Dunphy

Opinion Columnist
Few industries carry as
much social responsibility
as the Media. This industry
is purposefully unregulated
by government to prevent
it from being used for gov
ernment propaganda. Yet as
corporations take over the
Global Media, the dominant
perspectives available to
the public are increasingly
controlled by a smaller and
smaller number of people.
Such takeover of the infor
mation fed to the masses
makes the country more
susceptible to tyranny.
In our capitalist world
model, the economy thrives
on competition and innova
tion between businesses in
their respective industries.
Dell and Apple fight for cus
tomers by creating the best
product possible.
News should also be
subject to this type of com
petition. Ideally, the Media
would compete for an au
dience by having the best,
most accurate stories told
by the smartest and most

The majority of Americans receive
their information from Fox News
and the other 24-hour news net
works. It becomes a tyranny of the
majority; a tyranny of the misin
formed.

ignored others to distort
the truth. This "misreporting" was controlled by the
corporation's headquarters,
which sent its agenda to
the producers each day in a
memorandum.
Bill O'Reilly has called
all dissenters of the war in
Iraq "traitors." He works for
Rupert Murdoch, the man
who owns Fox News, The
Times (England's largest
newspaper), and the recent
ly acquired The Wall Street
Journal, to name but a few of
over 175 media corporations
he owns. According to The
Guardian, a respected UK
newspaper, on Feb 17, 2003,
all 175 of these newspapers
editorially endorsed the in
vasion of Iraq.
The pop-culture suc
cess of Fox News and Mr.
Murdoch's other news
outlets creates a dilemma
for the other businesses

Axiom links Speech & Language Pathologists. Physical &
Occupational Therapists with Schools & Rehab Facilities

SLP*CF*
TSHH/TSU)
Diversity in
Languages Spoken

j

•English

•Spanish

£4.

•Chinese

LINK*

A Division of Bslmguals Inc.

TOP CF PROGRAM
$7,000 Tuition Assistance Available
for Last Year's Masters Students

• Competitive Compensation
• Excellent Benefits
•Opportunities
• Free VISA Sponsorship (Hlb)
• Outstanding Supervision
»>.*«.«^ Apply online at

www.axiomtink.com

*CAMPUS RECRUITERS NEEDED*

in the industry. The flashy
graphics, the controversial
statements, and the bold
commentary have all been
adopted by other 24-hour
news networks such as CNN
and MSNBC to compete for
an audience that Fox News
dominates. Instead of com
peting to tell the truth in the
most interesting and infor
mative manner, they now
resemble Britney Spears and
Christina Aguilera compet-

Call: 1-866-696-0999
Fax: 1-866-696-7991
Email: jobs@axiomlink.com
eoc ,

ing for fans over the image
they represent.
So, how could this lead to
tyranny, you ask? Well, tyr
anny is just a monopoly on
information by a select few
who use that knowledge to
coerce their populace to act
in the manner they wish. By
being selective in their re
porting, by misrepresenting
the truth or by promoting
the government's policies,
the media sets the entire
country up for tyranny.
You may say "But I watch
PBS' Newshour and read
The Economist, The New
Yorker, and browse blogs
all day long!" That helps,
but not so much in the ag
gregate. The majority of
Americans receive their
information from Fox News
and the other 24-hour news
networks. It becomes a tyr
anny of the majority; a tyr
anny of the misinformed.
The Internet is challenging
this notion. Youtube, blogs,
and the simple exchange of
ideas are all breaking down
corporate control of the
media. Such competition in
the media encourages more
truthful reporting. By pro
moting and exchanging our
own ideas, and by reading
credible sources, we can pre
vent this tyranny from ever
taking form.
Would you like to provide
a counterpoint response?
Pleas*? send your submis
sion to pacificanperspective
s@paciBc.edu

Fear and
Loathing on a
College Campus
People I Hate: Part II

By Mikey Vu

Humor Columnist

For those of you just tun
ing in, my column from last
week was filled to the brim
with loathing for people that
I just don't like; it contained
little quips here and there
about the "uninformed know
it-all", "the One-Upper", and
surprisingly, grammatical
errors that were incurred to
my article post-production.
For some reason or other, a
columnist is not supposed to

by any means, but I just
cannot stand people who
rampantly misuse tne words
"literally" and "ironic." I
really don't know how or
where along the way these
words became completely
bastardized, but my aim is
to put a stop to it before the
English language goes com
pletely down the shitter.
When you're walking
around campus, you are al
most sure to hear someone
misuse the word "literally,"
particularly while telling
a story. "Literally" is not a
word that is supposed to
exaggerate and emphasize
what you are trying to say.
When you say, "I literally
shat a brick last night," I will
look at you in surprise and
awe at your masonry skills,

Because if you really did literally
die, then get the hell away from
me you zombie, I don't want to
be friends with the brain-eating
living dead!
use contractions because it
sounds "more professional."
I'm sorry to those who find
my usage of contractions
offensive, but to those peo
ple I say: Don't, isn't, aren't,
wasn't,

because unless cement fol
lows suit, you were doing it
figuratively.
My favorite example is
when someone once said to
me, "Man, I was so drunk

weren't,
won't,
hasn't,
shouldn't, couldn't, didn't,
and the seldom used but
often seen mustn't. How do
you like them apples? And
now, the exciting conclusion
to the two-part series, "Peo
ple I Hate...Part Deux."
I am not a grammar Nazi

last night, I literally died.
Really? Because if you re
ally did literally die, then get
the hell away from me you
zombie, I don't want to be
friends with the brain-eating
living dead! I've seen Shaun

Thursday, Oct. 18, 2007

Fear and Loathing on a College Campus Cont. from pg. 5
of the Dead, I know how this
turns out...although, they
would be the first person I've
heard use the word "liter
ally" correctly in a long time,
so I guess we all do have re
deeming traits.
Now when it comes to
the word "ironic" I think the
roots can be traced a little
more clearly from where
people get confused. Most
of the time when people say,
"Tee hee, isn't that ironic?"
Chances are, no, no it is not.
It is probably more along the
lines of coincidental, improb
able, or accidental. It is not
ironic if you were thinking
of somebody, and then you

happened to run into them the person that asks for a
later that day. It is not ironic cigarette and after receiving
if someone dreams of a plane one walks away (especially
crash, so instead takes a car if I actually know you), the
to their destination only person that comes to drink
to hear that the plane has your alcohol and leaves
crashed. It is ironic however, when they've had their fill.
if said plane crashes into Do I look like a mini mart?
the car of the person who I am not a place where you
was avoiding it in the first can go to get some wares.
place. I think that the root These people are basically
of all this misuse of "irony" like hobos, except hobos
comes from that damn Ala- don't expect me to give them
nis Morissette song "Ironic," anything. And they probably
where every sentence isn't smell better than you free
even remotely ironic.
loaders too. Ironically, there
My last, and probably are so many irritating people
most hated, is the person that that one of these days my
"hits and runs." I don't mean head is going to explode into
vehicular homicide, I mean a million pieces, literally.

Response to:
"Wary Debt, and Dictators"
from Oct. 4, 2007

Jason Shombauqh

Senior English Major

In the interest of assigning
blame where blame is due,
I'm writing this response to
the "War, Debt, and Dicta
tors" column from the Oct. 4,
2007 edition of the Pacifican.
In it, the opinion columnist,
Benjamin Dunphy, favorably
compared Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to
his American counterpart,
remarking that condemna
tions of dictatorship leveled
at Ahmadinejad "would
have been better reserved for
President Bush." The colum
nist briefly and dismissively
mentioned Ahmadinejad's
gross abuse of power and
human rights while saving
most of his inches to launch
an attack on President Bush.
While I believe most of Mr.
Dunphry's opinions on
President Bush to be valid,
comparing Bush's mishan
dling of the Iraq War and
abuse of
constitutional
freedoms to the tyrannical
leadership and shamelessly
offensive statements made
by President Ahmadinejad
is extremely negligent. It is
symptomatic of a nation
wide desire to level all of
the blame for a floundering
foreign policy that reflected
a complete failure of the
entire system of government
squarely on the shoulders of

one man.
Mr. Ahmadinejad is Presi
dent of a country that has
consistently been ranked
one of the most terrible hu
man rights violators in the
world and actually seems
to get worse every year. Am
nesty International stated in
their 2007 report that "The
human rights situation [in
Iran] deteriorated, with civil
society facing increasing
restrictions on fundamental
freedoms of expression and
association." It goes on to
level accusations of political
oppression, imprisonment,
and heinous torture (includ
ing eye gouging and ampu
tation) as some of many acts
of repression by the Iranian
government against its own
citizens. Despite the best
efforts of organizations like
the Human Rights Watch,
women can be and are
stoned to death for the crime
of adultery. Subjugation ex
ists in Iran that Americans
have little concept of, and
while President Bush's at
tacks on constitutional lib
erties have been egregious,
a law of relativity and com
mon sense must apply when
journalists responsibly com
pare the United States to
foreign countries.
As President Bush's ap
proval ratings continue their
lengthy slide and Americans

become more and more dis
illusioned by the Iraq War,
the media and public have
become desperate to find
one individual to blame for
the mounting catastrophe.
While the majority of the
fault probably does lie at
the President's door, it is
important to remember that
the situation wasn't just a
failure of one branch of the
government. Responsibility
must also be taken by the
overwhelming majority of
senators and congressmen
who voted to authorize the
war and the Patriot Act, as
well as the media that failed
to ask the tough questions of
the administration and all
but waved little American
flags at the press conferenc
es. As Mr. Dunphy noted in
his article, the United States
is a republic and when a
republic fails, it is tempting
to point at its leader and call
him a dictator. It is easy to
see a massive failure as the
result of the actions of one
person because it absolves
the majority of blame. The
Media and public will con
tinue to point fingers and
assign blame to everyone
but themselves, but inaction
implies assent and eventual
ly everyone is going to have
to realize that they weren't
all the puppets.of one man's
diabolical plan.

"The Drunken Boat" [Le Bateau ivre] (1871)
As I was floating down impassive Rivets,
I no longer felt myself steered by the haulers:
gaudy Redskins had taken them for targets,
nailing them naked to coloured stakes.
1 cared nothing for all my crews,
carrying Flemish wheat or English cotton.
When, along with my haulers, those uproars stopped,
the Rivers let me sail downstream where I pleased.
Into the ferocious tide-rips, last winter;
more absorbed than the minds of children, I ran!
And the unmoored Peninsulas never
endured more triumphant clamourings.
The storm made bliss of my sea-borne awakening.
Lighter than a cork, I danced on the waves
which men call the eternal rollers of victims,
for ten nights, without once missing the foolish eye of the harbor limits!
Sweeter than the flesh of sour apples to children,
the green water penetrated my pinewood hull
and washed me clean of the bluish wine-stains
and the splashes of vomit, carrying away both rudder and anchor.
And from that time on I bathed in the Poem
of the Sea, star-infused and churned into milk,
devouring the green azures where, entranced
in pallid flotsam, a dreaming drowned man sometimes goes downwhere, suddenly dyeing the blueness,
deliriums and slow rhythms under the gleams of the daylight,
stronger than alcohol, vaster than music,
ferment the bitter rednesses of love!
I have come to know the skiessplitting with lightning
and the waterspouts, and the breakers and currents;
I know the evening and dawn rising up like a flock of doves,
and sometimes I have seen what men have imagined they saw!
I have seen the low-hanging sun speckled with mystic horrors
lighting up long violet coagulations
like theperfonners in antique dramas;
waves rolling back into the distances their shiverings of Venetian blinds!
I have dreamed of the green night of the dazzled snows,
the kiss rising slowly to the eyes of the seas,
the circulation of undreamed-of saps,
and the yellow-blue awakenings of singing phosphorus!
I have followed, for whole months on end,
the swells battering the reefs like hysterical herds of cows,
never dreaming that the luminous feet of the Marys
could muzzle by force the snorting Oceans!
I have struck, do you realize, incredible Floridas,
where mingle with flowers the eyes of panthers in humanskins!
Rainbows stretched like bridles
under the sea's horizonio glaucous herds!
I have seen the enormous swamps seething
traps where a whole leviathan rots in the reeds!
Downfalls of waters in the midst of the calm,
and distances cataracting down into abysses!
Glaciers, suns of silver, waves of pearl, skies of red-hot coals!
Hideous wrecks at the bottom of brown gulfs
where thegiant snakes, devoured by vermin,
fall from the twisted trees with black odours!
I should have liked to show to children those dolphins
of the blue wave, those golden, those singing fisn. Foam of flowers rocked my
and at times ineffable winds would lend me wings.
Sometimes, a martyr weary of poles and zones,
the sea whose SODS sweetened my rollings
lifted my shadow-flowers with their yellow sucking disks toward me,
and I hung therelike a kneeling woman...
Resembling an island, tossing on my sides the brawls
and droppings of pale-eyed, clamouring birds.
And I was scudding along when across my frayed ropes
drowned men sank backwards into sleep!...
But now I, a boat lost under the hair of coves,
hurled by the hurricane into the birdless ether;
1, whose wreck, dead-drunk and sodden with water,
neither Monitor nor Hanseatic ships would have fished up;
free, smoking risen from violet fogs,
I who bored through the wall of the reddening sky which bears
a sweetmeat good poets find delicious:
lichens of sunlight mixed with azure snot;
who ran, speckled with tiny electric moons,
a crazy plank with black sea-horses for escort,
when Julys were crushing with cudgel blows
skies of ultramarine into burning runnels;
I who trembled to feel at fifty leagues off
the groans of Behemoths rutting, and the dense Maelstroms;
eternal spinner of blue immobilities,
I long for Europe with ifs age-old parapets!
I have seen archipelagos of stars! and islands
whose delirious skies are open to sea wanderers: Do you sleep, are you exiled in those bottomless nights,
O million golden birds, Life Force of the future?
But, truly, I have wept too much! Dawns are heartbreaking.
sh;
let my keel split! O let
If there is one waterin Europe I want, it is the black
cold pool where into the scented twilight
a child squatting full of sadness launches
a boat as fragile as a butterfly in May.
I can no more, bathed in your langours, O waves,
sail in the wake of the carriers of cottons;
nor undergo the pride of the flags and pennants;
nor pull past the horrible eyes of prison hulks.

LIFESTYLES
INTERNATIONAL CLUB AND PACIFIC DEUTSCH EV.
PRESENT:

©Kto6erfe$t comes to Pacific
By Alex Ruano

Authentic German pret
zels and bratwurst will be
served at the event along
with beer and soda. A Mr.
and Ms. Oktoberfest contest
will be held where students
will compete for the title
by pronouncing the longest
German words imaginable,
such as "betriebsschutzausschusssitzung," which means
"board
meeting
about
safety," and a dance contest.
Various raffles will be held
for German beer and soda
throughout the night.

News Editor

(Safurbat), October 27tl), 2007
8pnH2 mibntgfjl
Common Boom
Enter a contest looking for Mr./Ms. Oktoberfest! Plus
there will be a raffle for bottles of German beer.
S3 for the first 50 to RSVP
$5 after that (incl. at the door)
Please RSVP on Facebook page (Event Name:
Oktoberfest; Tagline: Oktoberfest Munchen is
here at Pacific!) and Pay
at the International Center by October 19th
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Get Lost in Lathrop's
Bv Nodia Mahallati

Lifestyles Editor

Looking for a fun way to
enjoy a fall evening? Head
over to the Dell'Osso Fam
ily Farm for the tenth annual
Pumpkin Maze.
The mazes are different
each year, and are made in
the cornstalks with farm
equipment, but without the
aid of computers. For only
nine dollars, you can work
your way through Wvo dif
ferent corn mazes as many
times you want. At the en
trance of the maze they give
you a map, but in the dark

Cont. on page 8

Photograph by Nadia Mahallati

Are you taller than this pumpkin
at the Dell'Osso Family Farm?

lifestyles.thepacifican.com

Find your stein and your
lederhosen and plan on
coming to the first Oktober
fest on campus. The newly
formed Pacific Deutsch e.V.
and the International Club
will bring the German cel
ebration here for all to enjoy
on Saturday, October 27. The
event, which will be open to
all ages, will be held in the
Dining Hall common room
from eight until midnight.
#/®W fl©
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more than $15.
Pick a date
and invite a great group of
Step 3 The day before
friends (try to insure that the party head to a Safeway
they are friends who will get for food, beverages and the
along with each other).
most important feature of
Make sure to include in your party: Penguin Brand
your invitation that guests Dry Ice. You need to ask
should bring a pumpkin an employee at Safeway to
with them and any special get the ice for you because
tools they may need. Exam they keep it locked up in the
ples: knives, spoons, draw front of the store for safety.
ings, a hole poking tool. You You will use this to give
should provide some extras. your party beverages some
$6.00 to $7.00 is a good price spooky fog. Just make sure
for a healthy, medium to people know not to touch or
large pumpkin.
eat the ice. You can also put
the ice inside carved pump
S t e p 1 Go to the Dollar kins for an eerie effect.
Tree and/or scope out the
You will also need to pick
Dollar Section at Target. For up some tea candles to illu
college students on a bud minate the Jack-O-Lanterns.
get, these are your two great
sources for inexpensive
Step ¥ On the eve of
Halloween decor. Here you the party invite your friends
will need to pick up spider to sit on blankets or tarps
webs, a table cloth, bowls with their pumpkins. Pro
for serving ghoulish bever vide spoons, knives, Sharp
ages, glow sticks, napkins, ies and seed receptacles
cups, assorted other flare like bowls or buckets. Try to
and a couple fun prizes. You keep the carving area well
should not need to spend lit to avoid injury. You can

Step

Pacific's Oktoberfest will
require an RSVP. To sign
up, register for the event
on Facebook, in the Pacific
network events, and pay
the admission charge at the
International Center by Fri
day, October 19. Admission
is three dollars for the first
50 people signed up and
five dollars for the rest. If
openings are still available,
people can stop by the night
of the event and pay a five
dollar cover at the door.

1

also save the pumpkin seeds
to bake later as a healthy
snack.
When everyone finishes
carving line up the com
pleted Jack-O-Lanterns and
illuminate them with the
tea lights. Now it is time for
everyone to vote and for the
winners to receive their priz
es. You can have different
categories like Most Fright
ening or Most Humorous.
Two thins* to
keep in Mind:
Always handle dry ice
with care and wear protec
tive cloth or leather gloves
whenever touching it. An
oven mitt or towel will
work. If touched briefly it
is harmless, but prolonged
contact can cause injury
similar to a burn.
Come next Halloween
don't be surprised if you are
greeted by some sprawling
green vines. You have grown
your very own pumpkin
patch, enjoy!

Pacific Celebrates Latino Heritage Month
By Chinwe Ohanele

Staff Writer
Latino Heritage Month is
a cultural event organized
and run by various Latino
cultural groups on campus.
This event is held in vari
ous locations on campus. It
began Friday, September 14,
with a barbeque kickoff and
ends Saturday, November
10, with Carnavale, a culmi

nating celebration.
Some highlights of the
Heritage month are Latino
cuisine served in the Red
wood Room Thursdays
from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm,
the Latino Art show (which
started Monday October 8
and ended Friday October
12), and the Poetry Slam
which took place Monday,
October 15 in the Summit's
Static Attic as an open mic

event open to all University
students. Also featured dur
ing the Poetry Slam was a
member of Youth Speaks,
a San Francisco based slam
poetry organization.
Carnavale, a
festival
with food, drinks and per
formances will take place
November 10 at 6:30 pm.
Location will be announced
by flier at a later date.
Latino Heritage month is

one of many heritage months
observed at Pacific in hopes
of providing educationally
and recreationally open at
mospheres for the Stockton
and Pacific communities
to come together and ex
perience different cultures.
For further information on
Latino and other heritage
months please contact the
Multicultural Center located
in the McCaffrey Center.

Be a Part of Carnavale
WHEN: Nov. 10th
TIME: 6:30pm
LOCATION: TBA

Corn Maze.
cont. from page 7

it can still be tricky to find
your way out.
Although the corn maze is
the most popular attraction,
there are other activities. The
animated haunted house is
six dollars for unlimited vis
its. 3-D glasses make ghosts
and ghouls pop out at you
for added effect.
There is also a "pumpkin
blaster" where you launch
mini pumpkins at far-off tar

gets at high speeds. The bet
ter your aim, the better your
prize. Five dollars gets you a
basket full of mini pumpkins
and a whole lot of fun.
Throughout the farm are
Halloween themed jokes
like "What is it like kissing
a vampire?" The answer is,
"It's a pain in the neck!" You
can also pick out a perfect
pumpkin to take home to
carve, visit the petting zoo,

and climb up a hay stack
pyramid.
To get to the corn maze,
take 1-5 south to Lathrop.
Exit at Manthey Road, and
turn right. The maze will
be on the left. The farm will
be open daily from 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. until October 31.
For more information, visit
www.pumpkinmaze.com

Gerber Lecture Series
Fall 2007

• First Female Prime
Minister of Norway

Lifestyles Editor Nadia Mahallati will attend the 3rd
Annual Trojan College Round table next weekend. She
will have the opportunity to talk to Dr. Drew Pinsky from
KROQ's Loveline and Sexologist Logan Levkoff along with
college students from across the nation about sexual health
and relationships on campus. Nadia will act as an ambas
sador for the Pacific campus, so if you have any questions
or concerns that
you would like
her to bring up
at the roundtable
please
e-mail them at
pacificanlifesty
les@pacific.edu.
Listen. Be heard.
Be a part of the
discussion.

What Students did for Fall
Break 2007

• Former DirectorGeneral: World
Health Organization
• Currently UN
Special Envoy for
Climate Change

Dr. Gro Brundtland
Confronting Twin Global Challenges
Global Warming and Global Health

Courtnee Coburn

Staff Writer

Thursday, October 18
6:30-7:30 p.m., Faye Spanos Concert Hall
University of the Pacific
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Many students left
Pacific's campus over
the Fall Break threerday
weekend. Some students
went on trips to nearby
places like Yosemite or
San Francisco, while
others returned home
whether near or far. No
matter the destination,
the general consensus for
students and faculty alike
is completely in favor of
the three-day weekend.
"It [Fall Break] was a
perfect time to relax after
tests, and clear my mind
before I start studying for
midterms," said junior
Sarah Fountain. Sarah
and some friends went on
an adventurous road trip
to San Diego.
Avery
Hochhalter,
junior, took the opportu

nity to visit friends at UC
Santa Cruz. "It was nice
to get away from Stock
ton for the weekend,"
she commented. With
Santa Cruz being only a
two-hour drive away, it
is also a popular place for
day trips.
Students who did not
venture away from cam
pus had an enjoyable
weekend as well. Junior
Natalie Krebs enjoyed
"doing absolutely noth
ing." This included read
ing the final Harry Potter
book.
Whichever activity stu
dents participated in over
the three-day weekend,
one thing was for certain:
the necessity of this break.
Considering the ominous
season of midterms im
mediately after the break,
it is no wonder Fall Break
is an annual favorite.
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ASuop:
KPAC Presents: "The Fest of the Best" on November 4th
Static Attic
Wednesdays
Jonoh Lavitt
Press Release

KPAC Student Radio is
planning a Halloween cel
ebration in the form of a
competitive and interactive
student activities fair for
Sunday, November 4th. It is
from 3:00pm to 9:00pm and
will fill WPC Lawn, Stagg
Way, and the Baxter Walk

Dear Tigers,
Finding your Hump days
to be less than exciting?
Nonsense! Mosey on
over to the Summit every
Wednesday at 8pm for
some good tunes and good
times. Here is what we
have got lined up for you
this semester:
10/24 Open Mic Night
11/14 Brubeck Quintet
11/28 Chantelle Tibbs
12/5 The Dixon Chicks
Want to showcase your
own talent? Come to any
Open Mic Night or reserve
your spot at ASuop today!
Your Friendly
Neighborhood
Communications
Executive,
Giovanna Arieta

way with festivities.
Events include: student
bands, student DJs, a stu
dent car show with tours,
conservatory performances,
club/organization activities,
housing community ac
tivities, dance performances,
greek life performances, lo
cal business promotions and
local artist performances,
and a Halloween costume

Bringing Diversity to KPAC
Bv Jessica Long
Business Manager
Willie Reyes, aka Willie
Gee, is getting ahead quickly
in the KPAC family. The
Willie Gee Hip-Hop show is
every Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday from 11:00
3m-l:00 am. He is also the
Tip-Hop Music Director.
"My radio show at KPAC
is something this campus
needed. I have noticed that
this University lacks diver
sity, whether it be specifi
cally talking about students
or music. KPAC gave me the
opportunity to change that
)y creating the Willie Gee
^ap and R&B hours," stated
teyes. Reyes is a Hispanic
individual who never even

imagined that attending a
university would be pos
sible. He considers himself
someone who overcame the
struggle of his childhood
years.
About a year ago
Reyes fell in love with radio
working for 97.7, 98.3 KWIN
and 99.3 KJOY. He has talk
ed with music sensations
such as M.I.M.S, Paula Deanda, Skreech (Saved by the
Bell), Mike Jones, and Chris
Brown. The techniques and
experience he acquired at
the other radio stations are
helping him make KPAC
bigger and better. Reyes
said, "I thank Jonah and Dr.
Ray for giving me a shot to
be on the air."
The one thing that has
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you dress, or the people you
hang out with. God made
each and every one of us
different for a reason. We all
need to accept one another

Want to know more? Check out his websites:
www.myspace.com/rarebreedent &
www.rarebreedrecords.com
feel uncomfortable and out for who we are, and not for
of place at Pacific. And I how we look. That is what
agree, at times I do feel in has made me be me, and
another world because of that is what makes me feel
the poor diversity at this comfortable being my crazy
campus," stated Reyes. But self on-air."
he believes, "In order to fit
Catch his show on the
in and feel accepted, you air at 89.7fm, online at
must be comfortable with kpac.pacific.edu, or at chan
yourself and who you are. nel 2 on campus televisions.
Never change, whether it be
the way you talk, the way
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Fill in the blank
squares so that
each row, each
column and
each 3-by-3
block contain all
of the digits 1
thru 9.
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helped Reyes at Pacific and
past places he has worked
at is his mindset. "Plenty
of people told me that, since
I was Hispanic, I would

Intermediate

2' 8
9

contest. There are prizes for more about the event, please
nearly each component, and visit the event webpage at
a raffle. Things still in the http: //kpac.pacific.edu/
making are a bake sale, an fotb.html. The final deadline
art show, and a tattooist! The to sign-up for the Fest of the
event will be broadcasted Best is Friday, October 26th.
live on KPAC Radio and will There is a limited number
be video documented.
of sign-ups for each compo
If you would like to sign nent, and many are close to
up your talent, your orga being full. So get on while
nization, or volunteer for you still can!
this event, or to just read
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Sports

Thursday, Oct. 18 2007

Junior Schumacher and
freshman Olga Gumenyuk
remain alive in the main
draw of their flights.
Tennio' Clara Schumacher advanced to the
venii-finalv of the white flight at the Saint
Mary o Invitational
Glen Sisk
Athletic Media Relations
Junior Clara Schum
acher (Zaragoza, Spain)
advanced to the semi-fi
nals of the singles white
flight as the Pacific wom
en's tennis team kicked
off play at the St. Mary's
Invitational on Saturday,
Oct. 13.
Clara earned two vic
tories in singles action
on Saturday, defeating
Jasmin Heckel of Loyola
Marymount 2-6, 6-1, 1-0
(10-4), then picking off
Santa Clara's Courtney

Hull 7-6 (7-4), 6-1.
One other Tiger remains
alive in a main draw
as freshman Olga Gu
menyuk (Kiev, Ukraine)
also nabbed two singles
wins. Gumenyuk slipped
past Saint Mary's Feline
Chariot 7-6 (8), 6-2 in the
opening round of the Red
Flight. Later in the round
of 16, Olga defeated Car
men Pham of Santa Clara,
6-2, 6-4.
The Tigers will con
clude play at the Saint
Mary's Invitational on
Sunday, Oct. 14.

Junior Clara Schumacher

Women's Volleyball
continued from page 12
the Tigers could have eas
ily come out flat the next
night against Cal State
Northridge, but they came
out fired up and hungry
for a win. Lead by a school
record tying 11 service aces
by Svenja Engelhardt in the
match, the Tigers defeated
the Matadors 3-1.
In game one, Pacific was
playing at an entirely differ
ent level than the Matadors
as they cruised out to a com
manding 14-4 lead, and they
never looked back as they
won game one 30-15.
Game two was close
through the first third of the
game. The Tigers and Mata
dors were tied 9-9, but with
the help of four service aces
from Svenja Engelhardt,
Pacific pulled away from
Northridge and won game
two 30-20.
The Matadors finally
started playing like a Divi
sion 1 volleyball team in
game three as they raced out
to a 9-4 lead over the Tigers.
However, Pacific battled
back to take a 15-13 lead and

forced the Matadors to fight
to keep the game close until
the teams were tied 24-24.
The Matadors then won 6
of the next 8 points to win
game three 30-26.
Both teams raised the
intensity and brought their
complete focus to game four
of the match. It was a close
game from the beginning to
the end, and no lead was
greater than three points
at any point in the game.
After the 21 tie of the game
had Pacific and Northridge
knotted up at 31-31, Senior
Johanna Hilbers (Omaha,
Ne.) recorded two straight
kills as Pacific won the game
33-31, and ultimately won
the match 3-1.
The Pacific Women's Vol
leyball team will play Cal
State Bakersfield next on
Friday, October 19, in a nonconference game, and will
play in a Big West Confer
ence showdown with Cal
State Fullerton on Saturday,
October 20. Both games will
be at 7:00 PM at the Alex G.
Spanos Center.

Pacific Women's Tennis Match Results
ITA Sin;1.; BLUE
n
7—
Roundi or
32
Danon Beatty (FS)
defeated
Svenja
Arens
(PAC)
6-2, 5-7,
1-0 (10-7)
Jolanta
Twarowska (PAC)
def.
Amber
Silverstone
ISJS)
6-2,
6-1

ITA Sin lies RED

ITA Sin lies WHITE

ITA Doubles BLUE

Round of
16

Round of
32

Round of
16

Round of 16

Q

Jenni Heinser (USF)
def
Jolanta
Twarowska (PAC)
6-2, 6-3

Olga Gu
menyuk
(PAC)
def.
Feline
Chariot
(SMC)
7-6 (8),
6-2

Olga Gu
menyuk
(PAC)
def
Carmen
Pham
(SC) 6-2,
6-4

Clara
Schuhmacher (PAC)
def.
Jasmin
Heckel
(LMU)
2-6, 6-1,
1-0 (10-4)

Clara Schuhmacher
(PAC)
def
Courtney
Hull (SC) 7-6
(7-4), 6-1

Anna
Gullikson
(POR)
def.
Kateryna
Nezhura
(PAC)
7-5, 76(1)

Jessica Har
ris (UCD)
def.
Sasha Fisher
(PAC)
6-4, 1-6, 1-0
(10-8)

afs

ITA Doubles RED

Round of 32

Round of 32

Round of 16

Cecilia Gratian /
Jenni Heinse (USF)
def.
Jolanta Twarowska
/ Olga Gumenyuk
(PAC)
8-6

Clara Schuhmacher / Sasha
Fisher (PAC)
def.
Jessica Harris
/ Kaitlin Callan (UCD)
8-3

Katie Ken
nel / Nicole
Fleckerstein
(POR)
def.
Schuhmacher / Fisher
(PAC)
9-8 (7-4)

Carrie Schofield / Kristn
MacWillms
(GON)
def.
Kateryna
Nezhura /
Svenja Arens
(PAC)
9-7

sports.thepacifican.com

Upcoming Events
10/19/07
7 p.m. W Volleyball v Cal State Bakersfield
10/20/07
7 p.m. W Volleyball v Cal State Fullerton

Golf Finishes 13th at
the Prestige Tournament
Benjamin Laskey

Field
Hockey

Tigers' record
dropo to 3-10
Glen Sisk

Athletic Media Relations

The Pacific field hockey
team suffered a 5-1 loss
to No. 4 Wake Forest on
Sunday, Oct. 14. The loss
dropped the Tigers' record
to 3-10, while Wake
moved to 9-4 overall. The Ti
gers fell behind early against
the Demon Deacons as Wake
Forest scored three goals in
the opening 15 minutes of
the play. Emily Cummings
notched the first goal of the
game when she fired the De
mon Deacons third shot fol
lowing a comer just over six
minutes into the game. Wake
Forest's second goal came at
the 13:34 mark as Minou
Gimbrere sent the ball to
wards the goal from just
outside the circle from left to
right. Gimbrere's pass found
Melissa Martin right in front
of the net as she made it 2-0.
Just over one minute later,
Pacific freshman goalkeeper
Lauren Woods (Oceanside,
Calif.) cleared by a rifled
shot by Wake Forest's Mi
chelle Kasold nabbed the
pass and scored the Demon
Deacons third goal of the
game.
Pacific got on the board^
with just under five min
utes remaining in the first
half as freshman Rachel
Taylor (Southampton, N.Y.)
redirected a pass from ju
nior Kedibone Leubane
(Capetown, South Africa)
for her second goal of the
season.Wake Forest added
two more goals in the sec
ond half.
Pacific was out-shot in the
game, 27-11. Wake Forest
also held the advantage on
comer penalties, 8-5.
Pacific returns to action
on Saturday, Oct. 20, hosting
Cal Berkeley on Brookside
Field at 1 p.m.

Rodenau Fired A 2-Undery 70

Athletic Media
Relations Assistant
Behind a team low round
of 2-under, 70,
senior
Chris
Rosenau (Red
ding,
Calif.)
pushed
the
Tigers up two
spots to finish
in 13th place
at The Pres
tige, hosted by
Stanford and
UC Davis, on
Tuesday, Octo
ber 16. The Ti
gers shot a final
round of 296 to

go along with their first day
scores of 306 and 290 to fin
ish the tournament at 893,
28-over par. Charlotte held
on to the lead of the first day
with an even round, 288,
on the final day to take the
tournament at 10-under par.
Stanford finished at 2-under
for the tournament to finish
second. The two teams were
the only teams to complete
the three rounds under par.
After a tough first day that
saw him begin the round in
71st place overall, Rosenau
shot the low round of the
tournament for the Tigers in
his final 18 holes to climb up
to 37th place. Rosenau fin
ished the tournament with
scores of 79, 74, and 70 to
j|

Top left: VanSicklen
teeing off,
Center: Rosenau
watches his tee-shot,
Right: Grieb in mid
back swing,
Left: Bordeaux finish
ing the stroke.

complete the three rounds at
223, 7-over par.
Finishing behind Rosenau
was freshman Alex Johnson
(Tucson, Ariz.) who shot a
73, l-over par, round on the
final day. Johnson finished
the tournament in a tie for
41st with a total score of 224,
8-over par, after first day
rounds of 79 and 72.
Freshman T.J. Bordeaux
(Tacoma, Wash.) continued
his strong play for the Tigers
as she finished the third
round just behind Rosenau
and Johnson with a score
of 74. Teammate Alex Grieb
(San Diego, Calif.) finished
the tournament in a tie for
66th place after shooting
a 7-over, 79 on Tuesday to
complete the tournament at
13-over. Senior Charles Van
Sicklen (Stockton, Calif.)
struggled in the final day
of the tournament with a
score of 84 to fall to 74th in
the individual standings at
15-over par.
The team will be back in
action on Thursday, October
25, in Long Beach,
Calif, as they kick off the
first round of the Del Walker
Intercollegiate.
\
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Women's Volleyball Settles Athelete Profile;
for Split over Weekend
Lisa Muhl
Julie Magud makeJ History

By Brandon Koch

Staff Writer

The Pacific Women's Vol
leyball team lost a heartbreaker against Long Beach
State on Friday, October 12,
but managed to regain their
composure and beat Cal
State Northridge the follow
ing night. With the weekend

Photograph courtesy of Pacific Athletics

split, the Tigers are now 11-5
on the season and 5-3 in the
Big West Conference.
Friday night was a night
that will forever be remem
bered by many Pacific vol
leyball fans, players, and
coaches. In game two of the

match against Long Beach
State, Senior Julie Magud
(Stockton, Ca.) broke the
Pacific all-time record
for digs in a career, pass
ing Jaime Hamm, who
had held the record with
1,661 career digs. Unfor
tunately, the Tigers ended
up losing the match 3-2 in
a nail-biter.
In game one, the
lgers jumped out to
quick 9-4 lead and
ontinued to pour it
m by winning the
ext 7 out of 11 points,
hich made the score
-8 in favor of Pacific,
e 49ers then went on a
ally to tie the game at 27
11, but the Tigers regained
eir focus and won the
ame 30-28 on a kill by Juior Alexa Anderson (Los
atos, Ca.).
After falling behind
1 in game two, the Ti;ers proved that game
ne was no fluke as they
roared back to take a 19114 lead. However, Long
|Beach once again gained
ome momentum to tie
he game late at 24-24, but
acific prevailed and went
to win game two 30-26
ith a kill from Freshman
venja Engelhardt (Sinheim, Germany) to seal
" e game.
Game three started out
uite similar to game two,
but the result was much dif
ferent. Long Beach started
the game with a 9-5 lead, but
quickly lost it as Pacific came
back to tie it at 13. The game
remained close until the
end as the 49ers and Tigers
_
—
o 11 ties durbattled
through
ing the game. Pacific could.

Photograph courtesy of Pacific Athletics

smell victory when the game
was tied 30-30, but the Tigers
failed to finish game tliree, as
they did with game one and
two, and the 49ers won the
game 32-30.
After leading game four
12-9, Pacific lost their focus
and lost the next 12 out of 13
points and could not bounce
back. Long Beach easily won
game four 30-22.
The final game of the
match went back and forth.
Long Beach started with a
6-3 lead, only to see it di
minish as Pacific grabbed an
8-6 lead before both teams
traded sides on the court.
The game was close to the
end, but there could only be
one winner. With the game
at 14-13 in favor of Long
Beach, Alexis Crimes nailed
her 14th kill of the night to
win the game and the match
for the 49ers, which devastated the Tigers and their
supporters,
_ 1K01lu
_
After the
heartbreaking
loss to Long Beach State,

Continued Page 10
Fall 2 Leagues
5v5 Basketball
Outdoor Soccer
^Entries close Thurs
day, October 25

Fall 2 Tournaments
Indoor Volleyball Tourna
ment
- October 22 & 23
Ultimate Frisbee Tourna
ment
- November 10 & 11

Rec-Sports News

Ping Pong Tournament
- November 14 & 15
Racquetball Tournament
- November 30
Video Came Tournament
- December 1
College Football Bowl
Pick'em
- Entries open Dec. 10

By Nadiq Mahollati

Lifestyles Editor

Sophomore Liza Muhl has been playing field hocket
longer than she can remember (her best guess is thin
grade). "When I step onto the field," she said, "it's like
I enter my own world and don't have to worry aboc:
anything else going on with my life."
In her native PhiladelpJiia, Pennsylvania, the sport is
a lot more popular than it is in California. When askea
why she chose to attend Pacific, Muhl explained, "I \va>
looking to go out West for school, but there are o
three Division I field hockey teams. I like Pacific's s
size the best."
The biggest change she noticed about California
how laid back everyone is. She is used to being a 'typ
East Coaster' where everything is rushed and she is
adjusting to the change of mindset.
As one of the team's defensive players, she says, "
don't get a lot of the glory of scoring goals,but your o
satisfaction of stopping goals is really rewarding,
also thinks it is great to be able to "smack the crap ou
the ball" when she is having a rough day.
This year, the Pacific field hockey team has o
chemistry. Muhl says, "We are all on the same page!
have the same mental focus, and it really shows."
The girls also know how to have fun and lau:
At practices, Muhl will sometimes "crack a joke jus.
lighten the mood, especially if someone is having a b
day." The team also laughs about that week's episode

The Office

Superstition also played a part in this season. The
team was away for a tournament and determined tc
return to a winning record. Muhl claims she is onlv
slightly superstitious, but the team "decided why not?
Let's have some fun."
There is an old Mexican tradition for luck of carrying a
suitcase full of grapes down the street, and that is exact
ly what the team did. Then they each ate nine grapes tc
represent the nine games the team had remaining. Thev
also had pennies in their left shoes, wore their sweats in
side out, and spun around in circles seven times. It pain
off because not only did they win that game, they also
bonded through .the rituals.

